Roundtrips Itinerary

Beauty Of Armenia And Artsakh
This tour is the longest one which stretches from the south to north and from the east to west including the most
remarkable sights of Armenia together with Artsakh. During this tour you will have the opportunity to see 10 of them as
well as NagornoKarabakh with its fascinating nature and historical places. During your cultural/historical tour you will get
acquainted with Armenian culture and cuisine while communicating with the locals and feel the similarities as well as
differences between traditions, customs and people of Armenia and Artsakh. This journey will show you the most popular
major sights and attractions in the quite remote areas of two countries.

Day - 10 Yerevan
Yerevan / Echmiadzin / Zvartnots / Yerevan (B/L)
After breakfast departure to Echmiadzin Cathedral (UNESCO World Heritage)
which is located about 20km from the capital city. In this holy place one will be
impressed by the spiritual atmosphere around and can hit a candle just for
his/her dreams. Lunch in a local community. Drive back to Yerevan with a stop at
the ruins of Zvartnots Temple (7th c.). Our journey will continue to Brandy
Factory where you will learn about the history of famous Armenian brandy and
have some degustation.
Overnight: Yerevan
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Roundtrips Itinerary

Inclusions

Exclusions

11 nights in your chosen accomodation

International flights

Meal as specified in itinerary

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels
Personal travel insurance

FOR EXAMPLE:

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

- Wine degustation

Visa fees

- Cognac degustation
- Ropway “Wings of Tatev”
- Partisipation at “lavash” baking ceremony
Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses
or with public transportation according to itinerary
English speaking tour guide
Admission fees according to itinerary
1 bottle of water per day per person
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